
Make sure your gun has air, a barrel plug or bag, and you don’t have any paint in the gun.

Download the RIP software.  www.racegun.dk   See downloads page.

Hook up the Grip to your PC or Palm while in safe mode (green light).

Turn the RIP to the following settings:

Expert Mode ON

Close = Open Off

Fire Mode ‘Semi-Auto’

To tune the Dwell and Shot it takes paint and time. 
For the most part, most guns work just fine set to 7 or 8 milliseconds. 

Turn your Open to 35

Turn you Load to 1

Turn your Close to 30

Double-check to make sure there is no paint in the gun. “
Funny how it creeps in there sometimes” said the one eyed man.

Without making to much noise for your neighbors/parents/wife, keeping the barrel plug/whatever in, 
and or flip the bolt then cycle the gun a couple of times to see if it shoots.

If the Gun fires just fine, you can drop the Open time 5 ms at a time. Till it starts ‘Burping’.	 	

If the Gun ‘Burps’ because the sear isn’t connecting, then you raise the Open time.

After you play around with these adjustments, you will find out how fast your Ram takes to open by the Millisecond. 

For figuring out how fast your Load is time it depends on your loader.  If you feel brave, adjust the times lower. 
If you Chop, raise the Load.   If your gun has blowback, you will need to up the Load. 

Here is a guideline:
For a VL Rev: Load is between a 25-35 ms load. If you have the new paddles and an X-board the Load can be low.
For the Ricochet: Load is between 25-35 ms.
For the HALO: Only 10 Milliseconds are needed for the most part.  If you are scared, run at 15.
For the Warp: With a good setup, and maybe the Warp cable, you can run with a 10-millisecond load, like the HALO. 

For Close timing, set it a little lower than the Open, by 10-20% depending on your setup.
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